
Expressions & Impressions

Emotions

AWARENESS Awareness
•Individual.
•Character vs Identity.
•Cognition.
•Personal Energy Levels.
•Principles & Belief Limits.

Environmental Fields Environmental Fields
•Group Goals.
•Ethics/Competencies.
•Electromagnetic Fields.
•Organizational Quality.

Automatic Response

System

Automatic Response
System
•Electro-dermal activity.
•Sensory overloads.
•Mediating inner
and outer worlds.

Emotions

Inner Feeling for Individuals 
Shared feeling in groups.

Expressions & Impressions

Automatic response.
First physically observable response from 
individuals to groups.

Mental State Mental State
•Anxiety, Apathy, Arousal,
Boredom, Control, Flow, 
Relaxation, Worry.

Brainwaves Brainwaves
•Frequency attributes: 
Epsilon, Delta, Theta, 
Alpha, Beta, Gamma, 
Omega.

Home Life

Societal
Influence

Security

Group
Traditions

Shared
Beliefs

Level of
Personal
Freedom

Equality
& Equity

Authority
Structures

Education

Healthcare

The Right Behaviours.

This is what individuals and 
organizations are looking 

for in order to achieve what 
they need.

Understanding the intangibles 
behind our actions.  At 
a level that goes behind 

our identities and personas 
will provide the leg up needed 

for the transition from the 
Information Age

to the Experience Age.

A GUIDE
FOR OUR 
PROGRAM



How does a good city work?  Honestly.

How does a good city feel?
A discussion of necessity.  In the EXPERIENCE AGE.
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3
A Culture

DYING
RETIRING
FIGHTING
SHARING
WORKING
LEARNING

LIVING

Worth
For



Good People
Good People, help all people become good people.

Including themselves.

What is a bad person?  Except, a good person’s responsibility.

In a good culture, great responsibility comes long before any power.  This is known as cultivating true respect.

The society we live in has a mental problem, of disconnection.  How can we tell?

In a CRYING world we believe that “With great power comes great responsibility.”

Child Abuse, Profit & Trafficking Avenues.
We know this happens.   Yet it seems that whenever descriptive language is used to expose these issues or interject more terms for clarity... 

A large amount of neutral people will be triggered into looking away, before any solutions can be provided.

This is not about blame.  There are logical, neurological and many intolerable reasons for why this happens.
However, it is about solving societal issues. Which means cutting through predictable reactions, in route to new solutions rather than the popular 

expressions masked  as the “simple” answer; commonly offered for these issues.

Why are all the characters in this document coloured as aqua, teal, turquoise or similar shade?
 Identify the character, rather than characterizing identities.  As unnatural as these colours may seem, we feel  a sense of appropriateness.  It provides a conversation
outline towards removing some of the social-isms which are currently, stagnating our societal narratives. For most of this document, we dance pensively, in between

the lines of socio-economics, tapping repeatedly on the social concepts of private sector responsibilities and the need for a complete view of who the individual is.
And yes, we mean you dear observer.

As we provide spotlights of various solutions for society, encrypted though they may be. We prompt the reader to keep this section in mind as our trust is consciously aware
and working on this problem.  While much of what we discuss may seem to be unrelated to the problem; it is not.  To provide a solution for such large systemic issues,
platforms must be raised in multiple areas and strategies discussed frequently.  The difference being that, we do so openly and welcome inquiry to what we are about.

The more a society is focused on protecting children and eliminating abusive practices upon the vulnerable, within not only its proximities, but also economies, 
and eventually psyches.  The less debt and doubt, can grow.  Leaving room for healing to take place.  Once local business can again sense the local part

of their organizations, they will re-design, as like a force of nature. It will happen in order to help us remove the issues, distorting a reality shared by neighbours.
 

We ask for your support in this endeavour.

ABUSE DEBT



Waves are moving all around us in many more ways than what our 5 senses readily perceive.
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Science is observing what
master-marketers have utilized, often
by niche-discoveries, since at least
the beginning of the Atomic Age. Society, business,

individuals and so on.
Move from the Information Age

to the Experience Age!

How would a 6th sense be perceived?

Filtered into Brain Waves!



Electromagnetic Jackets - Colloquially known as Aura’s
These are unique impressions within the
Electro-Magnetic Spectrum.

Everyone has one or many depending on your perspective
of the magnetic layers. Every conception of how it works, is 

currently subjective to each individual’s ability to gauge these
mental-emotive senses and their effects on the physical world.

Each electromagnetic jacket is ever changing just like our physical bodies.
There are maintenance requirements just like with bodies.

As well as habits, desires, vices, etc.

They are multi-layered and multi-coloured
Also, like the spectrum itself, they are

beyond normal visual perception.



PATHWAYSPATHWAYS

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY
The Structure of this Public Trust

Tools For Individuals Tool for Groups

A bridge for resolving abuse.

Foundation

Mediation & Witnessing
Services

Systemic bridges for resolving
abuse cycles around us.

•Seeking closure for the wronged•
•Pax Indigo: for Wrong-Doers and wronged•
•Serving all collars White, Blue, Grey, etc.•

Business

Are You Ready For the
EXPERIENCE AGE?

Has your business adjusted for the 
EXPERIENCE AGE?

•Patterns for Leadership•
•Creation & Flow courses•

•Build sustainable mini-markets•
•Find your Compass and take the lead•

FoundationSupport

Art & Culture
Meme Trader

Our art is in the restoration
of local economies.

•Discover your energy channels•
•Control through Creative Outlets•

•Learn serious fun in serious times•

www.ageofartifacts.com
www.curtisbrothers.org
www.uneducatedphilosophy.ca
www.uneducatedphilosophy.ca
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